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Abstract
In recent years there has been a significant interest in Virtual Reality applications, including
360° videos.  360° video streaming via the network typically consumes a lot of bandwidth
due to the file size of these kind of videos being up to 6 times larger than traditional videos.
Due to the nature of 360° videos, a user only utilizes about 20 % of the transmitted data;
that is, the part of the video that is actually viewed by the user at any given moment. This
makes it unnecessary to send an entire video file and a view-dependent streaming strategy
could greatly improve the situation by only sending the parts of the video that is relevant to
the  user.  Such  a  strategy  could  benefit  from  information  about  users'  360°  viewing
behaviour in order to compensate for quick viewing motions which could lead to the user
viewing parts  of the video that  have not been transmitted. A view-dependent  streaming
approach could therefore allow for a reduction in bandwidth while maintaining a low rate of
error if based on information about 360° viewing behaviours.

In  this  thesis  we study users'  viewing motions  when watching 360° videos  in  order  to
provide  information  that  can  be  used  to  optimize  future  view-dependent  streaming
protocols. More specifically, we develop an application that plays a sequence of 360° videos
on an Oculus Rift Head Mounted Display and records the orientation and rotation velocity
of the headset during playback. The application is used during an extensive user study in
order  to  collect  more  than 21 hours  of  viewing data  which  is  then analysed  to  expose
viewing patterns, useful for optimizing 360° streaming protocols.

The results from the analysis shows that video content highly affects the viewers of a video
during playback. When a video has a clear point of focus, it is quite possible to predict
where user's will look at certain points in time. Moreover, for short time intervals it is highly
possible to predict how a user's viewpoint is likely to change as the head rotations will be
small with a very high accuracy. For longer time intervals a user's viewpoint is likely to
rotate  to  almost  anywhere  in  the  360°  sphere  making  it  difficult  to  make  fine-grained
predictions. Additionally, how a user's viewpoint is likely to change can be more easily
predicted if one also considers the current rotation velocity, where the viewpoint is located
in the sphere and where in the duration of a video the playback currently is.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This report describes the work performed in the context of a Master thesis project at the
Security and Networks group within the Department of Computer and Information Science
at Linköping University. This is a two-student project performed as part of a final Master
thesis work in Computer Science.

This chapter introduces the reader to the project. First the context and motivations of the
project are explained as well as the goals this thesis aim to achieve. Then an overview of the
planned approach is given as an introduction to the methodology used during this work. The
chapter also presents limitations of the work, the structure of the report and the intended
audience of the thesis.

1.1 Context and Motivation
In recent years,  video streaming has become increasingly interactive,  giving users more
freedom to choose a video's point of view. A common property for many kinds of interactive
videos is that there is a region-of-interest currently viewed by the user. As such, there are
parts of the videos' that are unused at any given moment. This is especially true for 360°
videos which offers a complete 360° viewing experience in every direction but where only a
portion of the entire view can be in the user's field of view. 

Users  can  experience  360°  videos  in  several  ways.  Companies  such  as  YouTube  and
Facebook offer  a selection of 360° videos that  can be viewed in the browser on a PC,
smartphone or tablet.  On a PC, the user controls  the view using either the W, A, S,  D
keyboard buttons or by clicking and dragging using the mouse. On a smartphone or tablet
the user can change the view by swiping the screen or by changing the orientation of the
phone. Another way to experience 360° videos and which has become more popular and
gained a  lot  of  attention  in  recent  years  is  to  use  Virtual  Reality  (VR) Head Mounted
Displays (HMD). When the HMD is worn by a user, the user can view through the display
and experience the videos as if they are on location, creating a more immersive and realistic
experience [3]. The VR market has been projected to grow rapidly in the coming years,
becoming a multi billion dollar industry [12] which should further increase the amount of
users that choose to experience 360° videos through HMDs.

Delivering 360° via the network efficiently can be difficult. Since 360° videos offer many
viewing angles to the user, their file size are typically larger than regular videos. Delivery of
such videos via the network requires up to 6 times more bandwidth than regular videos [7]
[13], a problem that grows as the demand for 360° video delivery increases. Furthermore,
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360° videos typically require a higher resolution [18] in order to provide a high quality
viewing experience, which further increases the amount of data that has to be delivered via
the network for 360° streaming purposes. 

Current 360° video streaming protocols do not consider where a user is looking in the video
and thus sends the entire video file in the desired quality across the network. This means
that a lot of the data that is transferred will never be used by the client and can therefore be
considered a waste of bandwidth. Typically, only 20% of the entire viewing sphere needs to
be  rendered  and  displayed  at  any  given  moment  which  allows  for  potentially  large
bandwidth  savings  if  only  this  portion  of  the  data  can  be  received  by  the  client  [1].
However, if only the parts that can be seen by the user is sent, quick movements will create
black  areas  without  video content  if  the  movement  is  not  recognized in  time.  A view-
dependant streaming technique would therefore need to send a larger portion than what is
seen by the user and must be able to predict how the point-of-view will change over time.

Potential optimizations to current and future 360° streaming protocols may exist and clever
prefetching strategies  that  are  able  to  predict  a  user's  head movement  to  only  send the
relevant parts of the videos could greatly improve bandwidth utilization during streaming.
Studying users' viewing behaviour while watching 360° videos and finding useful patterns
for prediction could be of great help when determining how much of the data outside of the
user's field of view should be prefetched.  To study viewing behaviours with the use of a
HMD could have great relevance in the future due to the growth of Virtual reality and could
be a good contribution to a relatively new area of research.

1.2 Goals
In order to design or evaluate network protocols for future 360° VR experiences it can be
beneficial to study the viewing behaviour of users watching 360° videos. Such a study could
reveal protocol inefficiencies and provide interesting empirical data for future studies.

The goals of the thesis are:

• Perform a user study in order to collect  a dataset  of viewing traces,  representing
users'  viewing behaviour while watching 360° videos through a VR headset.  The
traces should contain user head movement information including viewing direction
and velocity.

• Perform a preliminary analysis of the dataset in order to reveal patterns among the
users' viewing behaviours and analyse how they can be utilized for streaming of 360°
videos.   The  patterns  should  be  useful  for  prefetching purposes  and should  help
determine how a users view is likely to change over time.

Studying how users view 360° videos may provide information that can assist in designing
clever prefetching strategies for view-dependent streaming of 360° video content in order to
better utilize bandwidth.
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1.3 Approach
This section gives an overview of the approach that is used to meet the goals of the thesis
and serves as a condensed version of the methodology.  The project consists of three phases:
first,  organize  the  experimental  setup  to  ensure  that  users  viewing  behaviour  can  be
measured, then perform a user study where users viewing behaviour is measured in real-
time. At last, perform a preliminary analysis of the data in order to provide information
about the users' viewing behaviour. 

The following is an overview of the three phases of this thesis:

1. Experimental setup:

In order to analyse the viewing behaviour of users' watching 360° videos, a dataset is
required, containing head orientation information.  For this purpose an experimental
environment is implemented and set up. The environment consists of Oculus Rift
equipment,  including a headset  and sensor which are connected to a computer in
order  to  deliver  the  virtual  reality  experience  to  the  user.  The  computer  runs  an
application  which  utilizes  the  Oculus  developer  SDK  in  order  to  extract  sensor
readings that provide information about the orientation and velocity of the Oculus
headset. Orientation and velocity are two parameters that when combined are able to
clearly show how a users' view changes over time.  The viewing behaviour is then
represented by orientation in yaw, pitch and roll format as well as velocity in degrees
per second. The application plays several 360° videos sequentially to the user and for
the duration of each, reads the current orientation of the VR headset 100 times per
second and accumulates the readings into a trace file. 

2. User study:

During the user study, the experimental environment is used to collect the required  
dataset. The process is as follows: a user wears the VR headset and is positioned on a
turning chair a suitable distance in front of the Oculus Sensor. The application
begins the sequential playback of several 360° videos and records the  user's  head  
movements during the duration of the videos. A session lasts for 45 minutes and a 
user views a randomized subset of the selected videos. The videos are found and  
downloaded  to  local  storage  from  YouTube's  selection  of  360°  videos.  
Participants are found through an invitation to several sections of the university as 
well as advertisements to students.

3. Data analysis:

Finally the orientation- and velocity data is analysed in order to find patterns among 
the  users'  viewing behaviours.  The patterns found during the  analysis  should be  
useful for predicting user head movements. For the analysis, videos are grouped into 
categories based on video content in order to allow for more detailed analysis and to 
not treat all videos as equal. The patterns are found in an exploratory manner based 
on the orientation and velocity parameters.

1.4 Limitations
This thesis limits viewing behaviour to users watching 360° videos while wearing a Virtual
reality head mounted display. The viewing behaviour could be different if another method is
used to view the videos. 
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Ideally, a large number of videos and users should be involved in the user study as this
would allow for the data to be as representative as possible and would reduce the impact of
eventual outliers. Due to time constraints, the number of videos and users will be limited. 

1.5 Intended Audience
This thesis would be of interest to those in the field of computer science who are interested
in Virtual reality research. The thesis would also be of interest to those doing research on
user behaviour and viewing patterns when watching 360° videos. Finally, the project may be
of benefit to those interested in research related to interactive video and region-of-interest
streaming, especially in the case of 360° videos. We also believe that this thesis can be of
great help to content providers of 360° videos that are interested in optimizing their data
transmissions in order to reduce bandwidth consumption during streaming.

1.6 Report Outline
The structure of this report is as follows: Chapter 2 provides background theory which is
necessary  to  understand  the  thesis  work.  Chapter  3  describes  the  methodology  used  to
complete the thesis work including how the experimental environment was set up and how
the  user  study  was  conducted.  Chapter  4  presents  the  results  and  findings.  Chapter  5
concludes the work and proposes possible future work.
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Chapter 2

Background
This chapter introduces the background that is necessary to understand the rest of the thesis.
The chapter explains the basics of 360° videos, and provides information about Oculus Rift.
It also covers scientific work related to this thesis.

2.1 360 Degree Videos
A 360° video is a kind of interactive video where the user can choose the point-of-view in a
spherical virtual environment. This allows the user to freely choose which part of a video
that should currently be displayed, as opposed to a regular video that  decides what the user
will see.

For 360° videos, every direction is recorded using an omnidirectional camera or a collection
of cameras (figure 2.1), each recording a part of the 360° surrounding. The recordings of
each camera is then stitched together to form the video. The stitching can be performed by
the camera itself or by using specialized stitching software that uses visuals or audio to
synchronize the different views. Traditionally, the recordings of each camera is stitched into
an equirectangular image by projecting the spherical environment to a flat 2D image for
storage [29]. A 360° video player is then able to map the equirectangular image to a sphere
in which the user can view content in every direction as illustrated by Figure 2.2.

Figure. 2.1.  360° Camera rig. [27]    Figure. 2.2. 360° Sphere [8].  

Many providers of 360° content have emerged recently with two big actors being Youtube
and Facebook who launched their support for 360° videos in March 2015 and September
2015 respectively [7][14]. Users can experience such content through a number of different
media such as via browsers or apps using either PC, smartphones, tablets or head mounted
displays dedicated for 360° content. 
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2.2 Oculus Rift
Oculus  Rift  is  a  virtual  reality  headset  developed  by  Oculus  VR  which  is  owned  by
Facebook Inc. since March 2014. The product started as a Kickstarter project which resulted
in the release of several development kits (DK1, DK2) in year 2013 and 2014. The first
customer version (CV1) was released in March 28, 2016. The purpose of the Oculus Rift is
to allow users to experience virtual reality content and make them feel like they are actually
on location in the environment of these applications. Typical applications are virtual reality
games and 360° videos but it can also be applied in proffesional and educational purposes.
When users put on the Oculus Rift they are presented with an in-headset home interface,
Oculus Home (Figure 2.3) which is the default environment of the Rift. From here they can
install and launch applications, make purchases or communicate with other Oculus users.
VR applications may also be launched directly from the computer to which the headset is
connected, in which case the content is output to the headsets display.

Figure 2.3. Oculus Home, the default environment of the Rift. [25]

The Oculus Rift hardware system consists of a sensor, headset and remote as seen in Figure
2.4. The headset works as a display  using OLED panels with a resolution of 1080x1200 per
eye,  resulting  in  2160x1200  across  the  entire  field  of  view.  This  gives  users  a  110°
horizontal field-of-view in which users experience the 360° VR surroundings. Oculus  VR
applications run on a pc which transfers video and audio to the headset via a HDMI cable.
To  allow  users  to  move  in  the  virtual  space,  the  sensor  offers  position  tracking  by
monitoring infrared LEDs  that  are  embedded in the  headset.  The LEDs are  positioned
according to a specific predefined pattern which is  recognized by the sensor to provide
highly accurate positioning with little to no latency. The remote is mainly used to navigate
through the different menus of Oculus Applications.

Figure 2.4. Oculus Rift hardware, remote, sensor and headset. [24]
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A system running the Oculus Rift must meet the following minimum requirements: 

• NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD 290 equivalent or greater

• Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

• 8GB+ RAM

• Compatible HDMI 1.3 video output

• 3x USB 3.0 ports plus 1x USB 2.0 port

• Windows 7 SP1 64-bit or newer

The headset features a set of Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) sensors, namely a
magnetometer, gyroscope and an accelerometer which are combined in order to track the
orientation  of  the  headset  [11].  The  headset  orientation  is  interpreted  according  to  an
internal virtual coordinate system, illustrated by Figure 2.5. The orientation is reported as a
set  of  rotations  in  this  coordinate  system,  referred  to  as  yaw-pitch-roll  form  and  is
transmitted from the headset  to the PC at  a rate of 1000hz.  This allows applications to
accurately  track a user's  head movements  and update  the  view accordingly  with a  high
frequency.

Figure 2.5. Oculus Rift coordinate system, yaw-pitch-roll [28].

Virtual reality applications for the Oculus Rift are developed using the Oculus PC Software
Development Kit (SDK) which is available for Windows and OSX. The SDK provides a
C++ library with functions for communicating with the headset in order to handle the many
aspects of virtual reality content. The SDK has also been integrated in many game engines
such as  Unity 5,  Unreal Engine 4, and  Cryengine which adds a level of abstraction since
little to no VR specific code is required.

2.3 Related Work
Interactive video content is becoming increasingly popular on the Internet, giving users the
freedom to control  their  point-of-view in the videos.  This  had led to an increase in the
amount of research being performed in the area of interactive video streaming, with the
goals  of  improving  the  quality-of-experience  for  end  users  and  optimizing  bandwidth
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utilization. 

Some work has been performed on interactive media such as multi-view-, branched- and
multi-video where  only a portion of  the available  data  is  utilized.  This  relates to  view-
dependant 360° streaming in the sense that we want to send only the data that is relevant to
the user in order to save bandwidth without impacting the quality of experience.

Multi-view video streaming allows viewers to switch among multiple perspectives of an
event, provided by different cameras. Carlsson et al. [4] introduces the concept of a “multi-
video stream bundle” which splits a multi-view video into several streams. In their proposed
system, the client player adapts the transmission rate of each individual stream based on
current  view,  probability  of  switching  and  current  bandwidth  conditions.  This  saves
bandwidth while still allowing for seamless switching of perspectives.

Khrishnamoorthi  et  al.  [9] presents  the implementation of an interactive branched video
player using HTTP-based Adaptive Streaming. By using clever prefetching strategies, the
player provides seamless playback even when users choose which branch to follow in the
last possible moment while also minimizing the amount of data that is transmitted for the
different branch choices. Khrishnamoorthi et al. [10] also provides an implementation of a
HAS-based framework that provides instantaneous playback of alternative videos without
affecting the  quality  of  the  currently  streamed video.  This  is  done by utilizing the  off-
periods of the download of the current active stream for fetching the initial chunks of the
alternative videos.

Some research has focused on improving bandwidth utilization for streaming of ultra-high
resolution videos where the user's field-of-view only covers a small part of the entire video,
similarly to 360° videos.

Mavlankar et.al [15] presents a video coding scheme in which ultra-high resolution videos is
spatially segmented into several individual tiles. Based on a user's region-of-interest, only
the tiles that make up this region are transferred from the server to the client. The authors
use  this  tile  scheme  in  [16]  where  they  present  an  interactive  region-of-interest  video
streaming system for online lecture viewing. The system allows for interactive pan/tilt/zoom
of a high resolution video recording while having a view-dependent transfer of content. In
[20], the authors explore a crowd-driven prediction approach to prefetching of tiles to be
used  in  the  future  and  show  that  it  outperforms  other  prefetching  schemes  based  on
trajectory extrapolation and video content analysis in terms of Region-of-interest switching
latency. 

The tile-based spatial segmentation of a video has been used in several applications. Van
Brandenburg  et  al.  [2]  has  applied  it  within  their  Facinate  delivery  network  to  support
pan/tilt/zoom interactions during live streaming of high resolution videos.  Redi et al. [23]
has utilized the tiled segmentation during a trial run of the world's first tiled streaming of
interactable 4k video to end users during the Commonwealth games 2014. D'Acunto et al.
[5] presents a coaching and training application that leverages tiled streaming technology
which allows users to navigate freely through high resolution video feeds while minimizing
the bandwidth usage. 

Furthermore,  Mpeg-Dash  has  added  support  for  tiled  streaming  [19]  to  their  Adaptive
Bitrate Streaming technique through the Spatial Representation Description (SRD) feature
to allow for streaming of spatial sub-parts of a video. D´Acunto et al. [6] illustrates how a
client can be implemented to make use of the SRD to find the available resolution layers,
selecting the most appropriate ones and enabling a seamless switch when panning between
spatial sub parts of a video.
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Zooming/panning  and  tilting  in  ultra  high  resolution  videos  is  very  much  related  to
navigating through 360° videos as both face the challenge of delivering view-dependent
content. 360° videos typically have a large file size which imposes a challenge on delivery
of such content. Although this is a relatively new area of research, some work has been
performed related to this issue of 360° videos.

A 360° video is typically stored as an equirectangular image which suffers from distortions
at the top and bottom, leading to redundant information. Pio and Kuzyakov [21], tackles this
issue by converting the equirectangular representation to a cube map layout, reducing the
filesize by 25%. Transmitting 360° videos as cube maps instead of in equirectangular format
can therefore lead to a reduction in bandwidth usage and it can have a large effect on storage
of 360° content.

Pio and Kuzyakov [22], presents a view-dependent streaming technique for 360° video that
more efficiently utilizes bandwidth during transmission. In their proposed solution, a video
is transformed into 30 smaller sized versions where each version has a specific area of the
360° sphere in high quality while gradually decreasing the quality away from this area.
Depending on where the user is looking, the version with a high quality in the user's field-
of-view is downloaded. Such a technique can benefit from 360° video viewing data to make
good predictions on what areas to prefetch in order to account for fast movements while
keeping the bandwidth at a minimum.

Bao  et  al.  [1]  proposes  a motion-prediction-based  transmission  scheme  that  reduce
bandwidth consumption during streaming of 360° videos. The prediction scheme is based on
viewing behaviour data collected similarly to this thesis. According to their findings, the
view-dependent 360° transmission scheme with motion prediction can reduce bandwidth
consumption by 45% with minimized performance degradation. This thesis is similar to [1]
but focus more on 360° video viewing behaviour instead of actual motion prediction-based
transmission  schemes.  Furthermore,  our  dataset  contains  viewing  data  for  longer  video
durations which may lead to more realistic views of the videos. We also try to determine if
video content creates different patterns and may require different prediction parameters. 

Hosseini  and  Swaminathan  [8]  propose  an  adaptive  bandwidth-efficient  360  VR  video
streaming system by using a tile-based streaming approach. The system spatially divides a
360° video's equirectangular representation into several tiles, utilizes MPEG-DASH SRD to
describe the spatial relationship between the tiles and then prioritize the tiles in the user's
field of view. According to their evaluation, the system can lead to 72 % bandwidth savings
with minor impacts on quality. The analysis provided in this thesis could help such a system
reduce bandwidth while maintaining a low error rate. 
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Chapter 3

Methodology
This chapter presents the methodology followed to achieve the goals of the thesis. First the
environmental setup is described, which explains how the hardware and software of the
project was utilized to extract head movement information. The User Study section explains
the process of measuring the head movement of users watching 360° videos. The section
describes the video selection process and how the environmental setup is utilized in order to
collect the head movement data. The chapter also provides information about the videos that
were selected and used in the study.

3.1 Environmental Setup
The hardware used during the thesis is the Oculus Rift CV 1, including a sensor, headset and
remote as well as a PC with the following specifications:

• NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080

• Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620 V4 3.50GHz

• 32.0GB RAM

• HDMI video output

• 2x USB 3.0 2x USB 2.0

• Windows 10

These specifications ensure that the PC meet the Oculus Rift minimum requirements and
can provide a high quality viewing experience for 360° videos. The Oculus headset and
sensor are connected to the PC via USB 3.0. To deliver audio and visuals to the headset, a
HDMI cable is connected from the headset to the HDMI-port of the dedicated graphic card
of the PC. Once connected, the sensor is placed on a table facing towards an open area in
the room where the user wearing the headset is placed on a turning chair approximately 1.5
metres away. This setup will allow the sensor and headset to cooperate in order to deliver
the virtual reality experience to the user. The setup is illustrated by Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Positioning of the sensor and headset. 

Figure adapted from the Oculus Rift manual [26]. 

Sensor readings and orientation interpretation: To measure head movement information
of the user wearing the headset, sensor readings are extracted using the Oculus Developer
SDK. To accomplish this we develop an application in C++ that utilize the sensor reading
capabilities of the SDK to extract head orientation data from the MEMS-sensors of the
Oculus Rift headset. More specifically, the application collects the current orientation and
rotation velocity  of the headset in order to provide information about where the user is
looking and with what velocity the head rotates over time. Oculus SDK 1.8.0 and Oculus
runtime 1.9.0 291603 are used in this thesis. 

The orientation of the headset is initially delivered by the sensor as quaternions which while
providing a convenient mathematical notation for representing orientations and rotations of
objects in three dimensions is not easy to analyse from a human perspective. The application
therefore also provides a conversion of quaternions to yaw-pitch-roll format as shown in
Section 2.2. After conversion, the viewing angle is interpreted as illustrated by Figure 3.2.
The current viewing angle is determined by how much the headset has rotated relative to the
0° line. For yaw, the 0° is parallel with the direction of the sensor and for pitch and roll it is
parallel to the ground. For yaw, the angle is represented by values between 0 and -179 if
rotated to the right of the 0° line and by values between 0 and 179 if rotated to the left.
Similarly for pitch and roll, pitching upwards or rolling to the left produces positive values
and pitching downwards or rolling to the right produces negative values. The velocity is
initially  represented  as  radians  per  second  which  is  converted  to  degrees  per  second.
Positive and negative velocities correspond to the same directions as the angles.

As mentioned, the Oculus sensor defines the zero degree line from which the current yaw
viewing angle will be calculated relatively.  This creates a problem due to the fact that the
initial point-of-view in the video will be in the yaw-angle the user looks when the video
begins. For example, if the initial point-of-view in a video is towards object A and a user
starts the video while looking in angle 0, object A will be located towards angle 0. If the
user instead looks in angle 90 when the video starts, object A will be towards angle 90. This
issue can produce inconsistencies between traces for a particular video if the users look in
different directions when the video begins. To compensate, the application remembers the
first angle that was read and subtracts this value from the subsequent readings thus creating
an  artificial  zero  degree  definition  internal  to  the  application.  This  ensures  that  when
different users look at the same objects in the videos, it will produce the same yaw values
for both traces which will allow for comparisons of viewing behaviour between the two.
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Figure 3.2. Yaw-, Pitch- and Roll angles

This issue is not relevant to pitch and roll as they do not affect the initial point of view of
the video.

The application accepts a list of mp4 video files that are played sequentially to the user
wearing the headset.  For  each video the viewing behaviour of the user is  recorded and
stored in  trace  files.  In  total,  100 sensor  readings  are  performed per  second during the
duration  of  each  video.  To  allow  playback  of  360°  videos  the  application  utilizes  the
Whirligig video player which also has the ability to play videos with a 3D effect, supporting
a larger  variety  of  videos.  Whirligig  is  not  distributed  via  the  Oculus  platform and for
security reasons Oculus requires that the “Enable Unknown Sources” option in the Oculus
platform settings is set to allow the player to display videos in the headset.

3.2 User study
Once the environmental setup is complete the next phase is to perform the user study where
users viewing behaviours are collected and logged in real-time. The user study is performed
in two phases: To begin with, preparations are made which involves finding participants and
suitable videos. When this is finished, the actual user sessions take place where viewing
data are collected.

User Study Preparations: The user study requires a collection of 360° videos that can be
displayed in the VR headset while measurements take place as well as a set of participants
for which viewing behaviour can be determined. 

Videos are selected by performing a thorough search of YouTube's supply of 360° videos.
The videos are downloaded and stored locally on the computer running the trace collector
application. The YouTube search engine provides a 360° filtering option which is used to
remove regular videos from the search results and only display videos relevant to this thesis.
Furthermore, special keywords such as “360” and “VR” are used to further guide the search
for videos that  are appropriate for performing measurements of viewing behaviour.  The
videos were downloaded in 4K resolution to give the participants good quality of experience
when doing measurements. 

In order to cover as many different viewing behaviours as possible a large set of videos are
selected  with a  duration  of  2  to  5 minutes.  The duration  will  ensure  that  users  remain
interested in the content and are allowed to explore but also to learn where the focus should
be in the video. Each video is classified according to a set of categories that attempt to
describe the expected viewing behaviour of a user watching the video. The purpose of the
categories is to help in analysing groups of videos to see if different video content produces
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different  viewing  patterns  which  may  require  different  prefetching  parameters.  The
categories also help facilitate understanding of a video's content.

The videos are classified into one of the following 5 categories: 

• Exploration: In the videos of this category there are no particular objects of interest
and the user is most likely going to explore the entire sphere throughout the video
duration.  A high deviation between users'  viewing angles  are  expected as  people
should choose to focus on different parts  of the videos over time.  Example:  The
camera is positioned on a vantage point on top a tall building overlooking a city.

• Static Focus: The main object of focus is always at the same location in the video. A
static viewing behaviour is expected since the object of focus does not move. Most of
the user's focus should be towards the front as that is where the object is usually
located. Example: A theatre performance or a concert being displayed on a scene.

• Moving Focus: Story-driven videos where there is an object of focus moving across
the 360° sphere. A high correlation between the viewing angles of users over time is
expected as they should follow the objects of interest.  Example:  An action scene
where the involved characters move around the video forcing the user to follow.

• Rides:  In these videos, the user will be taking a virtual ride where the camera is
moving forward at a high speed. In the majority of the video the user is expected to
look to the front as when taking a ride in real life. Example: Roller-coaster or car
ride.

• Miscellaneous: A category for mixed type of videos. The videos may be a mix of the
above categories or they may have a unique feel to them.

To find participants for the study, an invitation to sign-up is sent out to several sections of
the university in hopes of finding people of different ages and experience. A large quantity
of participants is desired to allow the dataset to be as statistically accurate as possible and to
reduce the impact of eventual outliers.  Participants  are allowed to sign up to time slots
where each slot has a duration of 45 minutes due to the fact that wearing a VR headset for a
longer period of time can be quite exhaustive and watching every selected video in one
sequential session is not feasible. 45 minutes will allow a user to watch approximately ten of
the selected 360° videos. Consequently, a user may participate in one, two or three sessions
and thus the amount of views for each user as well as each video can differ. 

Performing  Measurements:  Once  videos  and  participants  are  found  the  actual  user
sessions can take place where viewing data is collected. Each session begins with a four
minute  introduction  video  to  virtual  reality.  The  purpose  is  to  allow  the  user  to  get
accustomed to the 360° surrounding and feel comfortable wearing the headset  before any
measurements are being performed. When the introduction is finished, we begin playback of
a playlist consisting of the selected videos.

For each user a randomised order of the selected videos is generated as the playlist. The
purpose is to avoid any biases related to the order of videos when doing measurements. For
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instance, to always play several exhaustive videos in a row could affect the users negatively
and  make  them view the  videos  that  follow  more  passively.  However,  five  videos  are
selected to be viewed by every user where each of these videos are considered the best
representative of its category. This is to ensure that a lot of data is produced for the most
representative videos of each category and it allows for comparisons of each user in the
study for these particular videos. 

In practice, several  things should be taken into consideration when dealing with Virtual
reality and users with different experiences. Some users may suffer from a fear of heights
and some may be more prone to feeling motion sickness or dizziness and might therefore
want to avoid certain videos. This will cause some playlists to be manually modified and the
playlist are therefore not completely random. Moreover, the videos that are most likely to
cause such issues are more likely to be put at the end of a session to avoid having users
terminate their session prematurely. While the user views each video of the playlist,  the
trace collector application actively collects the user's viewing angle and velocity in yaw,
pitch, roll format and stores the information as text files. In total three files are created for
each user,  storing  viewing angle,  velocity  and quaternion  respectively.  Furthermore,  no
instructions are given to the user on how they should observe the video and they are free to
follow their instincts and view the video as they please.

3.3 Selected Videos
This section provides information about the videos that were selected and used during the
user study. The information is provided in Table 3.1-3.5 where each provides information
about the videos of a specific category. For each video the table contains the name used to
refer to the video in this report, a short description of the video's content as well as duration
and YouTube link. For this study, 30 videos were selected with a duration between 1 minute
and 5 minutes for  an average duration of approximately 3 minutes.  In  total,  the videos
combine into a 92 minute recording.

The videos were:

Video Name Description Duration Link

Zayed Road A video overlooking the city of Dubai. The camera is placed statically on
top a tall building.

3:00 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uZGrikvGen4

 Burj Khalifa A video overlooking the city of Dubai. The camera is placed statically on
top  the Burj Khalifa building.

2:30 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=bdq4H1CIehI

Hadrain's Wall The  viewer  is  introduced  to  several  locations  of  Hadrian's  wall.  The
camera is static but changes to different  vantage points throughout  the
video.

3:36 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2zeKpeRZ8uA

New York Footage of Times Square.  The camera is static for the majority of the
video but starts moving towards the end.

1:59 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T3e-GqZ37uc

White House The viewer is  introduced to several  locations of the White  house The
camera is static but changes to different rooms throughout the video.

5:16 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=98U2jdk8OGI

Waldo A find Waldo video with a picture covering the sphere. 1:00 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hM9Tg_dQkxY

Skyhub A flyby tour of Dubai. The camera is filming from a gyrocopter flying
above the city.

4:00 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=D9-i_F3xYhI

Table 3.1. Exploration Videos.
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Video Name Description Duration Link

Christmas Scene The viewer is positioned inside a theatre while a play takes place on the
scene in front of the viewer.

2:49 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4qLi-MnkxBY

 Boxing A boxing match where the viewer is watching from the side of the ring. 3:29 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=raKh0OIERew

Elephants The viewer watches from a static position while a group of elephants come
to drink water from the lake.

2:49 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2bpICIClAIg

Mongolia A video showing the lives of Mongolian eagle hunters. The camera changes
between several  locations where there  is  always  a  focus in front  of the
viewer.

1:52 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VuOfQzt2rI0

Orange An animated talk show where the user is watching as an act takes place on
the scene.

2:43 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=i29ITMfLVU0

Table 3.2. Static Focus Videos.

Video Name Description Duration Link

Christmas Story The caretaker of an apartment complex is chasing Santa Claus. The camera
is in a static position as the characters move around the sphere, forcing the
viewer to adjust his/her vision.

4:14 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XiDRZfeL_hc

Assassin's Creed The camera moves through a location in London while interesting things
happen along the way.

2:31 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=a69EoIiYqoE

Clash of Clans The viewer is positioned inside a tower overlooking a battlefield while a
character informs the viewer of events of interest.

1:23 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wczdECcwRw0

Frog A frog chases five ants in a dark forest. A flash light is guiding the viewers
vision.

3:13 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=sk8hm7DXD5w

Solar System The  viewer  takes  a  journey  through  the  solar  system while  a  narrator
provides interesting information about the planets.

4:32 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZnOTprOTHc8

Invasion The home of a bunny is invaded by two aliens. The camera is in a static
position as the characters move around the sphere, forcing the viewer to
adjust his/her vision.

4:04 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gPUDZPWhiiE

Table 3.3. Moving Focus Videos.

Video Name Description Duration Link

F1 The camera is positioned on top of a Formula 1 car taking a lap of the
Zandvoort racing track. 

1:54 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=2M0inetghnk

Le Mans The camera is positioned on top of a car taking a lap of the LeMans racing
track. 

3:00 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=LD4XfM2TZ2k

Roller Coaster The camera is positioned at the front seat of a roller coaster train taking the
viewer on a thrilling ride.

2:11 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=LhfkK6nQSow

Total War The camera provides a flyby of several animated battlefields. 1:49 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=YSBWwnOHvM8

Blue Angels The viewer takes a ride on a jet plane  as it performs loops etc. 2:30 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=H6SsB3JYqQg

Ski The viewer takes the place of a skier travelling down a steep mountain at
high speed.

2:48 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=kMCYo5rO6RY

Table 3.4. Ride Videos.
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Video Name Description Duration Link

Hockey The  viewer  watches  from between  the  booths  as  a  hockey game  takes
place.

2:25 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=8DKVvb17xsM

Tennis A tennis match where the camera is positioned at the judge in the middle of
the court.

4:05 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=U-_yX4e4Z_w

Avenger The camera gives a guided tour through a sci-fi training facility. 2:58 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=3LSf6_ROCdY

Trike Bike The  camera  is  positioned  on  top  a  trike  bike  travelling  down a  hill  at
moderate speed. Several other bikers journey alongside the camera. The
camera changes angle and position throughout the video.

3:14 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=jU-pZSsYhDk

Temple A show for  kids  where the viewer is  taken on a guided tour through a
temple. The video ends with a small game where the viewer should find
certain objects in the surroundings.

4:36 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=Lx14NDttRWo

Cats The camera is positioned in a static location inside an animal pen as four
kittens play and move around the camera.

1:59 https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=0RtmVnD8_XM

Table 3.5. Miscellaneous Videos.

Of these videos, Zayed Road, Christmas Scene, Christmas Story and F1 are considered most
representative of their respective category and were viewed by all users, except in special
cases  where  a  user  had  issues  with  heights.  It  is  difficult  to  choose  one  that  is  most
representative for the Miscellaneous category since the videos are very different from one
another. Sport events could be an area where 360° broadcasts are applied in the future and
every participant  therefore watched Hockey in hope that  it  may provide interesting and
useful information. The rest of the videos each have between 8 and 13 views. Moreover,
since the videos of the Miscellaneous category are so different from one another, we choose
to not analyse them as a category in this thesis but they can be analysed individually in the
future.
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Chapter 4

Analysis Results
In this chapter we present the results obtained from the user study as well as our findings
from the preliminary analysis of the collected  data.  Section 4.1 covers the analysis of the
data, where users' viewing behaviour is studied in order to find useful information for view-
dependent streaming purposes. 

In the user study, 32 people participated, which produced a total of 439 views for a total of
21  hours  and  40  minutes  of  head  motion  recording.  The  age  distribution  of  the  32
participants were as follows: 20-29 (66%), 30-39 (28%), 40-49 (3%), 50-59 (3%).  56%  of
the participants were male and 44% female. Moreover, 25 participants had never tried VR in
any fashion before and only 3 had tried it with the Oculus HMD.

4.1 Angle Distribution
We  begin  by  looking  at  how  the  viewing  angles  have  been  utilized  in  the  different
categories.  Figure 4.1 shows a heat  map of the most utilized yaw and pitch angles and
essentially illustrates where users tend to focus their viewpoint with intensity increasing
from blue to red. The figures show diversity between the categories and that they utilize
angles quite differently. 

For Rides and Static Focus videos, the viewer is expected to focus on the front of the video
and the heat maps clearly indicate that this is the case since the viewpoint is centered around
the front for the majority of the time. 

In the videos of the Exploration category, there is no clear object of interest that the user
should focus  on.  This  explains  why the  yaw angles  are  quite  evenly distributed in  this
category and why we see a high degree of intensity for the entire 360° yaw-range. 

For Moving Focus,  a large part of the video is utilized when there is an object of focus that
moves throughout the video. However, in the six videos that were selected for this category
there is not as much focus towards the back. A heat map for this category depends a lot on
the content of the selected videos and it is likely that other videos could produce more focus
towards the back than the ones chosen in this thesis. However, a larger part of the videos
should still be utilized by videos of this kind, compared to Rides or Static Focus videos.

Moreover, the utilization of pitch angles are not as widely distributed and are quite similar
for  all  categories.  This  is  most  likely  due  to  a  videos  content  and focus  usually  being
centered around the horizontal 0° line which is a natural and comfortable head orientation.

Next we consider the cumulative distribution function of angles for a more quantifiable
view of utilizations of angles.
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Figure 4.1. Heat map of utilized yaw and pitch angles. Rides (top-left), 
Exploration (top-right), Moving focus (bottom-left), Static focus (bottom-right)

Figure 4.2 shows the cumulative distribution of angles for the three dimensions yaw (blue),
pitch (red) and roll (green) for each category. The figures show quite clearly that the most
dominant head rotation is yaw, that pitch and roll are mostly centred around the 0° angle and
that the higher degrees are not utilized for these two rotations. Users' yaw rotations are more
widely distributed and differ a lot between categories.

Like Figure 4.1, these figures show that during Rides and Static Focus videos (a and d), the
users focus towards the front as the yaw-rotation is within ±60°, 90 % of the time for these
categories and only 10 % of the time is spent outside this area.

As previously observed, Moving Focus has a somewhat more evenly distributed utilization.
However in 75 % of the time the users were looking towards the front half (between -90°
and 90°) of the videos and the CDF is quite linear between this range. 

The CDF for the Exploration category (b) shows a quite linear distribution of yaw angles
which further indicates that when the video does not have a clear point of focus, the user is
likely to be facing any angle. This could mean that it is more difficult to predict where a
user will look at a certain point in time for this type of videos

Furthermore,  the  data  shows a large consistency for  roll  rotations between the  different
categories  as  it  stays  approximately  between  -10°  and  10°,  98  % of  the  time  in  each
category.  This  indicates  that  the  roll  rotation is  less  important  to  consider  in  prediction
schemes for view-dependent streaming. 
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        a) Rides    b) Exploration

c) Moving Focus       d) Static Focus

Figure 4.2. CDF of angle utilization.

For pitch there is a somewhat larger disparity between the different categories and slightly
more utilization of larger angles than roll. It is natural that the higher degrees of pitching
and rolling are not used as these would require head rotations which are difficult to perform
as opposed to yaw where the user only has to rotate the chair.

Clearly, video content will affect how much of the 360° sphere that is viewed by users. In
most videos the front is utilized during the majority of the time but in some, the angles can
be  quite  evenly  distributed.  Moreover,  the  distribution  of  angles  can  be  considered
predictable since it quite strongly matches the expectations of each category. The figures
indicate that the yaw-dimension is more interesting to study for view-dependent streaming
purposes and may be more important to analyse further.  This  also shows that  it  can be
important to analyse groups of videos separately instead of analysing them all together.

4.2 Point-of-View Comparison
Next we look at how the point-of-view differs between users over time. Figure 4.3 shows
the average angle difference between each possible pair of users, for each point in time, for
each of the four categories.  For every category we consider the duration of the shortest
video and calculate averages up to this point, since  each video is guaranteed to have data
points for that duration.  
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a) Rides

b) Exploration

c) Moving Focus

   d) Static Focus

Figure 4.3.  Average angle difference between users.
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The figures show that the categories produces different results. It is clear that while users
watch Exploration videos, they tend to focus on different things and their viewing angle
vary a lot for the whole video duration. This clearly illustrates that it is difficult to predict
where a user will look at a certain point in time for this type of videos. For the other three
categories the angle difference between users is much smaller and their view point varies
very little. This can be explained by the fact that there is a clear point of focus in these types
of videos, which affects where users are likely to look. For Rides and Static Focus videos,
users tend to focus on the front of the videos, as previously shown, which leads to smaller
variations. For Moving Focus videos, we have seen that users utilize many different viewing
angles, much like Exploration videos, but here we see that users actually focus in the same
direction  as each other throughout the videos, most likely towards a certain character or
object. This behaviour is illustrated by Figure 4.4 where the viewing angle of four different
users is shown to be overlapping for the duration of the Solar System video. This indicates
that where a user is likely to look at a certain point in time is quite predictable if considering
a videos content.  Looking again at  Figure 4.3, there is  very little  difference in the roll-
dimension between users for all categories which is to be expected since users generally do
not utilize this head rotation.

Furthermore Figure 4.3 shows that  there is  a  somewhat larger  difference between users
during the early stages of the videos. This indicates that users tend to explore once they are
put in a new environment so it is possible for many videos that there is more movement in
the beginning, relative to the rest of the duration which may be taken into account as an
additional optimization. This observation is further explored later in this chapter.

Figure 4.4. Yaw angle over time for four users. Solar System Video.
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4.3 Point-of-View Change
In view-dependant streaming it is important to not only send what the user can see at the
moment but also additional angles outside of the current viewpoint in order to account for
quick movements between predictions. Data that shows how much the viewpoint is likely to
change within certain time intervals can help determine how much to prefetch outside the
user's current view to keep the bandwidth as low as possible while maintaining a low error
rate.  The prediction time window is  limited by the network latency between server and
client, the time it takes for the server to make a prediction and how quickly the client can
process and render the frames and present it to the user. Smaller time intervals will increase
the accuracy of the predictions but will put a strain on the underlying systems. Next, the
changes in angles after 200 and 2000 milliseconds are examined to determine how much a
user's view is likely to change and to see if there is a difference between shorter and longer
prediction intervals. To be more specific, we calculate the difference in angle between each
point in time T and T+200 ms and T+2000 ms.

Figure 4.5. Heat map of Δ Angle, 200 ms. Rides (top-left), Exploration (top-right), Moving
focus (bottom-left), Static focus (bottom-right)

Figure 4.5 shows a heat map of the change in angle after 200 milliseconds for each of the
four categories. Common for every category is that the highest intensity is found close to the
centre which means that the viewpoint after 200 ms has not diverged very far. Moreover, the
maximum change in angle measured for each category is only roughly ±95° for yaw and
±35° for pitch. This indicates that is possible to reduce the amount of data that is transmitted
if one can perform predictions within short intervals.  The similarity between the figures
show that for short predictions, video content does not seem to be a big factor on how much
a user is likely to alter its viewpoint which could be of importance since no analysis of
individual videos would be required to determine likely angle changes. Heat maps for other
time intervals can be found in Appendix A.

Next we consider the cumulative distribution function of the changes in angle for a more
detailed view. The CDF provides information about the error rates that can be expected for
different prefetching ranges.
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a) Yaw

b) Pitch

Figure 4.6.  Δ Angle, 200ms.

Figure 4.6 a) and b) shows the CDF of the change of angle after 200 milliseconds for each
of the four categories.  The figures show that the angle does not change much after 0.2
seconds for any of the four categories.  In 99 % of the time, the angle change is between
-28° ~ +28° for yaw and -13° ~ +13° for pitch; in 99.9 % of the time the angle change is
between -46° ~ +46° for yaw and -19° ~ +19° for pitch. Since the curves strongly overlap,
the figures are further indications that video content does not seem to be highly relevant for
the changes in angle for short time intervals.
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Since it is very likely that a user's point of view has not changed much in 200 ms, sending a
smaller  part  of  the  sphere,  centered  around  the  user's  current  viewpoint  without
experiencing black areas is highly feasible. This means that is is possible to significantly
reduce the amount of data that needs to be transmitted while having a low error rate if
predictions can be performed in small time intervals.

a) Yaw

b) Pitch
Figure 4.7. Δ Angle, 2000ms.
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Figure 4.7 shows the CDF for 2 second intervals. As the time interval increases, so too does
the difference in viewpoint from one point in time to the next. There is also a somewhat
larger difference between the different categories. In 99 % of the time, the change in yaw
angle for the Rides and Exploration categories is between -153° ~ +153° and for the other
two categories between -145° ~ + 140°. In 99 % of the time, the change in pitch is between
-59° ~ +60° for the Exploration category, which is somewhat larger than the rest which are
between -55° ~ +52°.  In 99.9 % of the time, the change in angles for each category is
between -174° ~ +169° for yaw and between -74° ~ +78° for pitch.

It is evident that when considering larger time intervals it is possible that the viewpoint has
been changed to almost anywhere in the 360° sphere. As this indicates that a server would
have to send almost the entire video file to guarantee that the user will always have content
in its current point-of-view, a more detailed analysis of head movement patterns is required
in order to shrink the range of possible angles. Moreover, there is a quite clear trade off
between error rate and how much of the entire video that needs to be transmitted for both
small and large time intervals. If the likelihood of errors is increased, a much smaller part of
the entire sphere needs to be transmitted and vice versa. 

The distribution of Δ angles gives a max range that a user's view is likely to rotate within
which  can  be  considered  the  extreme case  from which  additional  optimizations  can  be
made.  It is plausible that in addition to a user's current view point and the likely change in
angle, the velocity can be used to shrink the range of possible angles even further. Figures
for more time intervals can be found in Appendix A. Next, the velocity is considered as an
additional variable for determining where a user's point of view is likely to end up.

Figure  4.8 shows the change in  yaw-angle after  200 ms for all  videos,  when the users'
current velocity was higher than 5 as well as lower than -5 degrees per second. 55 % of all
sensor readings had a velocity in these ranges. The figure is meant to illustrate how velocity
effects where a user's view is likely to end up. A positive velocity means that a user is
turning to the left and a negative velocity means that the user is turning to the right. 

Figure 4.8. Δ Angle, 200ms when velocity > 5 and velocity < -5.
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When the velocity is higher than 5, in 97 % of the time the change in angle is greater than
zero. Likewise, when the velocity is lower than -5, in 97 % of the time the change in angle
is smaller than zero. This shows that a small velocity in either direction very often leads to a
user's point of view ending up in that direction. Moreover, in 99.9 % of the time the change
in angle is greater than -9° when the velocity is greater than 5 and smaller than 7° when the
velocity is smaller than -5. Clearly, when a user's point of view does not end up in the
direction of the current velocity, the change in angle is small in the large majority of the
time. This shows that there is potential for shrinking the range of angles that the point-of-
view is likely to be rotated within while still maintaining a very low rate of error. Figure 4.3
showed that within 200 ms, a user's view is expected to change no more than ±46°, 99.9%
of  the  time.  If  one  also  considers  the  current  velocity  of  the  user,  this  range  can  be
significantly reduced since it is unnecessary in most cases to fetch the left side of this range
if the user is moving to the right and vice versa. This shows that for smaller time intervals, it
is possible to even further increase the bandwidth savings while still maintaining a low error
rate if the current velocity is  also considered as a parameter for viewpoint prediction. 

Figure 4.9 shows the error rate for time intervals 200 ms, 500 ms, 1000 ms and 2000 ms for
several velocity thresholds. Error rate here means that the user's point of view did not end
up in the direction of the current velocity. That is, the user had a current velocity to the right
but the view ended up to the left and vice versa.

Figure 4.9. Error rate of velocity thresholds.

The figure shows a large difference between different time intervals in the error rate they
can achieve.  For 1000 ms and 2000 ms,  the  error  rate  is  generally  high indicating that
velocity is not as useful for determining where the user will rotate.  For 200 ms and 500 ms,
velocity is a good indicator of where the view will end up as the error rate is quite low even
for low velocity thresholds. A common pattern is that as the velocity threshold increases, the
error rate decreases. This seems logical since a higher velocity should better indicate that the
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user is rotating in that direction. This means that the velocity threshold can be adjusted in
order  to  obtain  a  better  error  rate  but  at  the  same  time,  fewer  measurements  can  be
considered which will lead to less bandwidth savings.

In addition to velocity, it is possible that the current position of the user's viewpoint may be
used to perform additional optimizations. Figure 4.10 shows the change in yaw angle after
200- and 2000 ms for the Exploration category with regards to where in the 360° sphere the
viewpoint was located. Each line in the figure illustrates the changes in yaw angle when the
viewpoint was initially located in a certain part of the sphere. For this figure, the sphere has
been divided into 60° parts, starting from the 0° line.

The figure shows a certain bias for large rotations towards the front of the sphere. That is,
when a user is looking to the right they are more likely to perform large rotations to the left
and vice versa. This can be observed by comparing the Left and Right lines. For 200 ms for
Left, the max rotation to the right is 46° and the max rotation to the left is 36°. For Right,
the max rotation to the right is 37° and the max rotation to the left is 48°. Moreover, the
lines representing the left part of the sphere has generally a higher percentage for negative
(right)  rotations  and  the  lines  representing  the  right  part  of  the  sphere  has  a  higher
percentage for positive (left) rotations. This is especially true to 2000 ms. It should however
be noted that  left  and right rotations are as likely to occur no matter where the user is
looking since 50% of all rotation are less than zero and 50% are larger than zero for all
lines. 

 a) 200  ms b) 2000 ms

Figure 4.10. Yaw Δ angle with regards to the viewpoint's location in the sphere. Exploration
category.

4.4 Exploration Phase
It has been previously observed that users tend to explore the surrounding in the beginning
of a video which could indicate that the most aggressive movements may occur at the start. 

Figure  4.11 illustrates  this  Exploration phase for  the video Christmas scene.  The figure
shows  the yaw angle of three different users for the duration of the video. It is clear that for
the first 20 seconds there is a lot of movement for each user as almost every yaw angle of
the 360° surrounding is utilized during this span. Once the users have learned where the 
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Figure 4.11. Yaw angle over time for three users. Christmas Scene video.

a) 200ms b) 2000ms

Figure 4.12.  Δ Angle, start vs rest of video.  Christmas Scene Video.

focus should be, the viewing angle stays relatively stable, centred roughly between ±30°.
This behaviour  has been observed for many users for most of the Static Focus and Rides
videos.

Figure 4.12 shows the CDF in log scale for the change in yaw angle after 200 ms and 2000
ms of the exploration phase (first 20 seconds) versus the rest of the video for all users. The
figure  shows  a  large  difference  between  the  change  in  angle  at  the  start  of  the  video
compared to the rest of the video duration. The following values can be extracted from the
figure:

• For 200 ms, during the exploration phase, in 99 % of the time the change is between
±39° and in 99.9% between -49° ~ +43°.  For the rest  of  the video however,  the
change is between ±15° and ±24° in 99% and 99.9 % respectively.

• For 2000 ms, during the exploration phase, in 99 % of the time the change is between
±164° and in 99.9 % between ±178°. For the rest of the video, the change is between
±77° and ±122° in 99 % and 99.9 % respectively.

Clearly the point-of-view changes a lot more during the start of the video compared to the
rest  of  the  duration.  This  may  serve  as  a  motivation  that  it  is  important  to  distinguish
between different parts of a video. Treating a video as a whole could produce a higher error
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rate in the beginning and lead to less bandwidth savings during the rest of the video if there
is  a  clear  exploration  phase.  As  an  additional  optimization,  prediction  schemes  could
therefore benefit from adjusting the parameters used for predictions during the duration of a
video. However, it is important to consider that video content is an important factor in this
case. Analysis of individual videos may be required to learn how a video can be divided and
which values are suitable at each point in time.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
360° video streaming via the network typically consumes a lot of bandwidth due to the large
file sizes of this kind of media. Due to the nature of 360° videos, a user only utilizes about
20 % of the transmitted data; that is, the part of the video that is actually viewed by the user
at any given moment. This makes it unnecessary to send an entire video file and a view-
dependent streaming strategy could greatly improve the situation by only sending the parts
of the video that is relevant to the user. Such a strategy could benefit from information about
users'  360° viewing behaviour in order to compensate for quick viewing motions which
could lead to the user viewing parts of the video that have not been transmitted. A view-
dependent streaming approach could therefore allow for a reduction in bandwidth while
maintaining a low rate of error if based on information about 360° viewing behaviours.

In  this  thesis  we  have  studied  users'  360°  viewing  behaviour  by  first  developing  an
application that plays several 360° videos and simultaneously collects the orientation and
rotation  velocity  of  an  Oculus  Rift  headset  worn  by  users  watching  the  videos.  The
application and the Oculus Rift was used in an extensive user study where the viewing
behaviour of different users was measured. Finally, the collected data was analysed in order
to reveal information that can be used by view-dependent streaming techniques.

The data analysis shows that:

• The distribution  of  angles  is  highly  dependent  on  video content.  For  two of  the
categories used, the focus was for a large majority of the time spent towards the front
of the video while the other two followed an almost linear distribution.  We have seen
that  the  yaw-rotation  is  the  most  dominant  rotation  and that  the  pitch-  and roll-
rotations  are  not  utilized  as  much.  Interestingly,  the  angle  distribution  of  each
category highly corresponded with the expected results which shows that which parts
of a video a user will focus on  is quite predictable.

• When a  video has  a  clear  object  of  focus,  users'  viewpoints  varies  little  for  the
duration of the video as the users tend to focus on these objects for the majority of
the  time.  This  can  indicate  that  it  is  highly  possible  to  predict  where  a  user's
viewpoint will be located at a certain point in time.

• How much the viewpoint of a user is likely to change varies a lot for different time
intervals. For short time intervals (roughly less than 200 milliseconds) the angle is
very likely to have changed no more than  ±46° for yaw and  ±19° for pitch. This
shows that if a view-dependent streaming technique is able to predict within small
time intervals,  significant  reductions  in  bandwidth  consumption  is  possible  since
large  parts  of  a  video  would  not  have  to  be  transmitted.  For  large  predictions
intervals it is difficult to say where the viewpoint will end up as almost the entire area
of the sphere is a possibility. 
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• The rotation velocity is a good indicator for which direction the viewpoint is likely to
end up. For 200 milliseconds, even the slightest velocity (5 degrees per second) in
either direction will with a 98 % certainty result in the viewpoint ending up in that
direction. For larger prediction intervals, velocity is not as good of an indicator since
a very low error rate can not be achieved. We have also seen that users are more
likely to perform large rotations towards the front than towards the back of a video
which a view-dependent technique can make use of by being more generous in its
prefetching towards this area. 

• Users tend to explore once they are put in a new environment for certain videos and
the largest head rotations therefore are more likely to take place in the beginning of a
video, until the user understands where the focus should be. This can be a motivation
for adjusting the prediction parameters  during the duration of a video in order to
shrink the area that is prefetched over time.

Regarding the methodology: the application was developed using the Oculus SDK for C++
and the SDK's features was utilized in order to extract information from the MEM sensors
of the Oculus headset. Whirligig was used as the 360° video player because of its ability to
start and display videos on the Oculus Rift from the command line of a PC in a flexible way.
With these tools  we were able to collect  data that  is  easy to understand from a human
perspective and easy to analyse further. Using these tools was very advantageous due to
their simplicity which made it easy to setup a working data collection system even with
limited prior knowledge. Moreover, the time spent on implementing a flexible and easy-to-
use trace collector made it possible to perform the user study without many complications
and allowed it  to be a very smooth process. A downside to the methodology is that the
resulting data only represents viewing behaviours with the use of a HMD. However it would
not have been possible to collect data by other means, given the time frame of the thesis. 

32 users participated during the user study, combining for a total of 439 views and a total of
21 hours and 40 minutes of head motion recording. In total, 30 videos were used which
allowed the study to cover many different kinds of 360° video content. If fewer videos were
utilized, each video would get more views which could give a more accurate perspective on
the  viewing behaviour  of  each  video.  However,  since  the  views  of  a  video were  quite
similar, the number of views per video should allow the analysis to be representative. We
see no ethical issues with monitoring these users viewing behaviours since it was done with
their consent and since the users' data is stored anonymously. In a larger context we do not
think that any sensitive information about a person can be revealed in such a study.

The analysis of this thesis is meant as a preliminary one and the data that has been collected
can be used in further studies. The concrete values presented in this thesis can be good
indicators of patterns but they may not be accurate for every 360° video on the market.  It is
possible  that  analysis  should  be  performed  on  a  per-video  basis  perhaps  via  machine
learning techniques,  utilizing crowd-based data  collection in  order  to  allow for  as  fine-
grained prefetching of the 360° space as possible.

We hope that the study has shed light on the subject and that the information it has provided
on 360° viewing behaviour can be helpful for optimizing current and future view-dependent
streaming techniques.
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5.1 Future Work
Here we present topics that could be of interest for future research.

• The  data  collected  in  this  thesis  can  be  used  for  further  analysis.  For  example,
studying how the user's behaviour changes during a playback sequence of several
videos as well as a  more detailed analysis of viewing patterns. 

• Examine  other  options  for  dividing  videos  into  categories  using  video  content
analysis and data mining techniques. 

• Perform evaluation of view-dependent streaming techniques using the data collected
in this thesis in order to measure bandwidth savings.

• Research how to optimally segment a 360° video file both spatially and temporally.
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Appendix A

Figure A 1. Heat map of Δ Angle, 2 seconds. Rides (top-left), Exploration (top-right), Moving
focus (bottom-left), Static focus (bottom-right)

Figure A 2. Heat map of Δ Angle, 10 seconds. Rides (top-left), Exploration (top-right), Moving
focus (bottom-left), Static focus (bottom-right)
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Figure A 3. Heat map of Δ Angle, 20 seconds. Rides (top-left), Exploration (top-right),
Moving focus (bottom-left), Static focus (bottom-right)

Figure A 4. Δ Angle of several time intervals for the different categories. Rides (top-left),
Exploration (top-right), Moving focus (bottom-left), Static focus (bottom-right)
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Video Average Median Standard Dev  Max

Assassin's Creed 38,5 35,8 26,1 96,1

Clash of Clans 43,9 45,6 20 88,4

Invasion 30,9 20,5 25 96,8

Solar System 22,6 16,1 17,1 80,5

Christmas Story 25,6 21 13,1 69

Frog 18,3 12,1 15 80

MOVINGFOCUS 32,9 31,4 12,4 55,2

Zayed Road 83,8 87,6 12,6 92,9

Burj Khalifa 81,2 83,6 14,9 98

White House 70,2 79,2 23,9 97,3

Hadrian 76,7 80,6 17,5 99,8

New York 72,7 72,3 18,4 98,1

Skyhub 64,8 67 16,2 94,8

Waldo 86,3 91,5 18 97,3

EXPLORATION 78,1 83 17,5 89,3

Boxing 24,5 20,8 17,1 94,0

Elephants 37,0 32,7 20 97,6

Orange 33,7 30,1 20,2 84,7

Christmas Scene 18,2 12,2 17,7 86,8

Mongolia 34,3 33,3 18,4 83,2

STATIC 25,8 19,5 17,2 80,9

F1 24,3 21 12 70,9

Le Mans 25,4 19 17,7 89,4

Total War 38 34,7 17,9 80

Ski 27,5 19,2 21,3 87,3

Roller Coaster 22,7 10 24,6 95,1

Blue Angels 48,7 45,5 21,9 99,2

RIDES 27,5 25,2 8,8 58,5

Table A 1. Angle difference measurements.

Table A1 provides additional information about the difference of users yaw-angle for each
category  as  well  as  for  each  individual  video.  The  table  contains  the  average,  median,
standard deviation and max values. The data shows that the average and median values for
videos within the same category are fairly similar, demonstrating a quite strong correlation
within the group. Moreover, the standard deviations for most videos are somewhat low as
the average difference is quite stable throughout the duration of a video. However, the max
values are relatively high, meaning that for every video, there is a point in time where the
users look in very different directions.
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